Abstract. The present study is based on the Salaca Livonian dictionary compiled by Eberhard Winkler and Karl Pajusalu (Winkler, Pajusalu 2009), which assembles the vocabulary of all the Salaca Livonian sources. The Salaca Livonian dialect, which is a major variety of Livonian alongside Courland Livonian, was spoken in the vicinity of the river Salaca in northern Latvia until the mid-19th century. These areas were in direct contact with the areas of the Häädemeeste and Saarde subdialects of the southern group of the western dialect of North Estonian and the western dialects of South Estonian. The present study focuses on lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and its contact dialects as well as with the Estonian dialect area in general and makes an atttempt to explain what the vocabulary shared by Salaca Livonian and Estonian dialects could reveal about the development of Livonian. The closeness of lexical relations is established by means of a dialectometrical study, where at first the closeness of relations is calculated on the basis of the entire shared vocabulary, followed by closeness on the basis of infrequent and frequent vocabulary. The quantitative findings serve as the basis of a diachronic study of lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and the Estonian dialects. When taking into account the entire shared vocabulary, the links between Salaca Livonian and the southernmost South-Estonian dialects prove to be the strongest; however, the links between Salaca Livonian and western South-Estonian and West-Estonian subdialects rise to prominence as well. Analysis of less common vocabulary highlights the relation between Salaca Livonian and South Estonian even more; in the case of frequent words there is, in addition to South Estonian, a positive correlation with the insular dialects. All the three analyses show the closest link between the vocabulary of Salaca Livonian and the South-Estonian Leivu linguistic enclave.
Concerning lexical similarity between Livonian and Estonian
The position of Livonian in the Finnic area is an extreme one both from the geographic and the linguistic perspectives. Livonian is the southernmost Finnic language, and it reveals many peculiarities that suggest its early separation from the other Finnic languages (see Viitso 2008 : 63 et seq.) . The relationship between Livonian and Estonian is important from the perspective of the development of the southern group of Finnic languages because these languages are neighbours. Nor was the area of Livonian undivided; in Courland Livonian survived longest; for this reason, its dialects have been studied more thoroughly, besides the language was spoken in Old Livonia in central and northern Latvia. The dialect of Salaca Livonian, of which there are records from the second half of the 17th century to the mid-nineteenth century, is the language variety of the northenmost Livonian settlement area of Livonia (see the article by Sutrop, Pajusalu in this issue). This area of northern Livonian was known since the end of the prehistoric period as Metsepole county. Apparently, one of the reasons why Salaca Livonian survived longer than the other Livonian dialects of Vidzeme is its peripheral position between Latvian and Estonian settlement. In principle, the same is true of the survival of Livonian settlement in the coastal villages of Courland.
The contact areas of Salaca Livonian and Courland Livonian with Estonia were different. For Courland Livonian, the neighbouring Estonian dialect was the insular dialect of Saaremaa; Salaca Livonian was in contact with the western dialect of North Estonian and the western dialects of South Estonian. For this reason it could well be that the relation of Salaca Estonian to the Estonian dialects is different from that of Courland Livonian.
Until now the lexical relations between the Estonian dialects and Livonian have been studied on a systematic basis by Eino Koponen (1990) ; his study was commented by Tiit-Rein Viitso (1990) . Koponen analysed 1600 word bases shared by Estonian and Livonian and excluded all those words that occurred only in Salaca Livonian (see Koponen 1990 : 35) . The dataset of 1600 bases included 350 borrowings from High and Low German, Latvian, Russian, and Swedish, which Koponen also excluded from comparative analysis. Koponen grouped the remaining ca. 1200 bases into general Finnic (ca. 700), western Finnic (135), and southern Finnic (130) bases. Also, Koponen analysed the spread of the selected 1200 Livonian bases in Estonian dialects and divided the words into three groups: (a) words occurring in both North-Estonian and South-Estonian dialects (1080), (b) words attested only in Livonian and North-Estonian dialects (70), and (c) words attested only in Livonian and South-Estonian dialects (20) . At the end of his article Koponen raised the question concerning the possibility of different interpretations with regard to the historical relation between the Livland Livonian and Courland Livonian: (1) Livland Livonian and Courland Livonian share a common origin, their differences are secondary; (2) the true successor of Old Livonian is Courland Livonian; Livland Livonian, however, is a hybrid of Old Livonian and Old North Estonian or South Estonian; (3) the true successor of Old Livonian is Livland Livonian while Courland Livonian is a hybrid of Old Livonian and Old North Estonian; (4) Courland Livonian and Livland Livonian stem from different ancient Finnic dialects and their relationship is similar to that between North Estonian and South Estonian or western and eastern Finnish dialects. At the end of the study Koponen points to the need to include also Salaca Livonian vocabulary in future research, which could provide an answer to the previous question. Viitso 's comments (1990) about the article by Koponen raised a number of specific problems concerning the classification of bases shared by Estonian and Livonian from the standpoint of the history of Finnic languages, but he generally accepted the question raised by Koponen.
The analysis in the present article focuses on the vocabulary of Salaca Livonian. The lexical data on Salaca Livonian is rather scarce; the dictionary of Salaca Livonian (Winkler, Pajusalu 2009) covers only 1,450 lemmas or bases and 8,500 word forms, including inflected forms; together with derivatives and compounds the dictionary lists over 3,000 words of Salaca Livonian. Eberhard Winkler (2002) identified 470 Latvian, 27 Middle Low German, 10 High German, 7 Estonian, and 3 Russian borrowings in Salaca vocabulary, whereas only one part of Latvian and Middle Low German loans could be regarded as early loans. Anyway, the number of documented Salaca Livonian and Estonian bases is less than 1,000. The present study, however, takes into account not only all the shared bases but all the words shared by Salaca Livonian and Estonian dialects. We also included the pronominal words that Koponen excluded from his study. For example, in Winkler, Pajusalu 2009 the lemma täma 'he; this' covers the words tempi 'today', tänn 'over here', täs 'here', and täst 'from here', which have equivalents with certain distribution patterns in the Estonian dialect area. Salaca Livonian words were compared with concrete Estonian dialect words, the distribuation data of which is provided by the electronic database of the dictionary of Estonian dialects (Väike murdesõnastik I-II; can be accessed online at http://portaal.eki.ee/dict/vms). Efforts were made to establish the most accurate equivalents. For example, the word ahas 'narrow' corresponds to ō'dõz in Courland Livonian and ākÍ i in Salaca Livonian, both of which stem from the same base (cf. Finnish ahdas); however, we selected the South Estonian ahtike as an equivalent of the Salaca Livonian word because it was the most precise equivalent in the electronic database of the Estonian dialects. Accordingly, the approach of the present study is substantially different from that of Koponen 1990; it focuses on finding as accurate as possible equivalents for Salaca Livonian words and the analysis of the selected words in Estonian dialects. The present quantitative study is based on 1,262 Estonian dialect words, which have a definite Salaca Livonian equivalent. (Leivu, Lutsi, Kraasna) ). Analogously, the data of the late Luke parish were considered to belong to Sangaste parish. Vormsi parish was excluded from the study due to scarcity of data. The estimation of lexical proximity between Salaca Livonian and the partner areas was performed in the following way. Three subsets of data were observed: (1) the subset af all words; (2) the subset of frequent words (ocurring in 34 or more partner areas); (3) the subset of infrequent data (ocurring in 33 or less partner areas). Table 2 shows the numerical data for each of the three subsets. Table 2 Vocabulary shared between Estonian subdialects and Salaca Livonian according to stereotypicality Var  4594  583  2317  552  2277  31  Vas  8867  815  3008  678  5859  137  Vig  5329  688  2917  662  2412  26  Vil  2605  550  1726  525  879  25  VJg  8243  801  4125  763  4118  38  Vll  7178  806  3597  753  3581  53  VMr  3947  633  2504  620  1443  13  VNg  9584  827  3878  752  5706  75  Võn  3605  565  1660  478  1945  87  Vän  3252  604  2233  576  1019  28  Äks  2909  535  2002  524  907  11  Lei  3295  682  1433  559  1862  123  Lut  3792  587  1249  479  2543  108  Kra  756  316  474  269  282  47  ∑  584914  68614  273172  62940  311742  5674   Table 3 provides summary figures for different words in each of the three subsets. Subsequently, a simple regression analysis was carried out, taking x = w(P) and y = w(P∩S) for each subset, and the predicted values (statistical norms) for each y in each subset were calculated, depending on the visual shape of the regression fields of each subset. In the case of infrequent words, Lexical Relations between Salaca Livonian and Estonian...
Quantitative analysis of lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and Estonian dialects
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the linear fitting was applied, in the other two cases where higher w(P∩S) -values were involved -the logarithmic ones were used. The obtained ynorms turned out to be as follows: (a) for the subset of all words, norm (y) = -1601,422 + 612,762 log 10 (x); (b) for the subset of frequent words, norm (y) = -1783,16 + 705,117 log 10 (x); (c) for the subset of infrequent words, norm (y) = -10,722 + 0,014x. Further, the residuals (i.e. differences between actual and predicted y-values) for all x, y -pairs in each subset of data were calculated. Figures 1a, 2a , and 3a show cartographic projections of the 'raw' residuals. Finally, the fields of raw residuals were smoothed using the simple method of 'averaging of neighbours', where neighbours constitute first and foremost physically contiguous parishes or other geographic areas; however, there are also some 'overseas neighbours' (such as Muhu and Hanila, Muhu and Pöide, Karja and Emmaste, Kihnu and Tõstamaa, etc.), and some areas in south-eastern Estonia are linked with the linguistic islands, viz. Leivu and Hargla, Setu and Lutsi, Setu and Kraasna.
Area P 1 may have three neighbouring areas, P 2 , P 3, and P 4 . Area P 2 may ave four neighbours, P 1 , P 3 , P 5, and P 6 . Accordingly, the 'raw' residuals for there areas are r 0 (P 1 ), r 0 (P 2 ), r 0 (P 3 ), ..., respectively. Then, in the first round of iteration, a new, smoothed r 1 -estimate is attributed to each area, that is, the average of r 0 -values of itself and its neighbours as, for example: r 1 (P 1 ) = (r 0 (P 1 ) + r 0 (P 2 ) + r 0 (P 3 ) + r 0 (P 4 )) / 4; r 1 (P 2 ) = (r 0 (P 2 ) + r 0 (P 1 ) + r 0 (P 3 ) + r 0 (P 5 ) + r 0 (P 6 )) / 5, and so on. In each following round of iteration, the results of the previous smoothing iteration are used as initial data, for example: r 2 (P 1 ) = (r 1 (P 1 ) + r 1 (P 2 ) + r 1 (P 3 ) + r 1 (P 4 )) / 4, and a suitable number of recalculations will be made. To avoid excessive dulling of the relief of relationships, we confined ourselves to two rounds of smoothing. The cartographic projections of the final results (i.e. twice-smoothed residuals) are shown in Figures 1b, 2b , and 3b.
Despite the fact that only 1,262 Salaca Livonian equivalents have been identified for the total vocabulary of Estonian dialects (73,397 words, see Table 3 ), which amounts to 1.7 per cent, the majority of Salaca Livonian words -840 items -have Estonian dialect words with a wide distribution as equivalents; dialect words that have been attested in less than 34 parishes show only 422 equivalents. At the same time, Estonian dialect vocabulary includes 6.6 per cent (4,876 words) of widespread words while 93.4 per cent (68,521 words) of words have been attested in less than 34 parishes. Among Salaca vocabulary words with a restricted distribution in the Estonian dialect area constitute only a third (422 words out of 1,262 or 33.4 per cent).
The calculations of the number of words shared by the Estonian dialects and Salaca Livonian show first and foremost a high degree of fluctuation in the raw data, that is, in unsmoothed data of individual subdialects with their neighbours. The fluctuations are especially remarkable in the calculations with total vocabulary and frequent words. It could be explained by the fact that in the case of the dialects with small data sets stereotypicality of the word collection becomes predominant. While a small collection consists of mostly common vocabulary that has more Salaca Livonian equivalents, it gives rise to a positive correlation with the corresponding dialects.
Analysis of equivalents with a more restricted distribution yields the most systematic result already in the raw data (see Figure 3a) . There is a positive relation between the South-Estonian dialect area and the historical immediate contact dialects of Saarde, Häädemeeste, and Kihnu, as well as with the only surprising exception Vändra, which is represented by a small collection and only 28 words of restricted distribution that are shared with Salaca Livonian. The positive correlation of Vändra disappears upon smoothing the data set with the scores of the neighbouring subdialects. It could well be that a higher degree of the stereotypicality of the data set may also explain the prominence of the subdialects of the northern part of the western dialect in those areas that bordered on the historical EstonianSwedish areas (see Figures 1a, 1b) . Smoothing the data with the scores of 4* the neighbouring dialects highlights larger compact areas in all the analyses, the vocabulary of which shows a positive correlation with Salaca Livonian and which call for further qualitative analysis.
Concerning the lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and South Estonian
In all the analyses the most positive correlation was the one between the vocabulary of Salaca Livonian and South-Estonian dialects. This outcome is strikingly different from the research findings of Eino Koponen (1990) Table 2 ). On the other hand, as the word collection of Kihelkonna is exceptionally large, the percentage of the shared proportion is low (out of 12,469 words 915 = 7.3 per cent). Karksi, the central dialect of the western South Estonian or Mulgi, holds the second place in terms of the total number of Salaca Livonian equivalents (893 words out of 10,865 or 8.2 per cent), and Häädemeeste, the immediate historical contact area of Salaca Livonian comes third (880 words out of 9,727 or 9.0 per cent). However, these absolute figures do not show the big picture due to the fact that the size of the word collections of the subdialects are very different. Taking into account those subdialects that are represented by at least 3,000 words in the database, the southern South-Estonian subdialects rise to prominence with regard to the proportion of shared vocabulary. The shared proportion of the vocabulary of the Leivu linguistic enclave with Salaca Livonian amounts to 20.7 per cent (682 words out of 3,295), the corresponding percentage for the Lutsi linguistic enclave is 15.5 per cent (587 out of 3,792), Helme 13.3 per cent (749 out of 5,650). The correlation of Leivu with Salaca Livonian is the highest with regard to both the entire vocabulary and infrequent words. Considering the total vocabulary, Salaca Livonian shows a high positive correlation with the southern and western South-Estonian subdialects; in the case of the vocabulary with a more restricted distribution the eastern South-Estonian subdialects rise to prominence more evenly. The vocabulary shared by South Estonian and Salaca Livonian includes a large number of words that can be found in Courland Livonian as well and are, thus, characteristic of Livonian as a whole, for example, the base words hahk 'grey', hähn 'woodpecker', kikas 'rooster', kõiv 'birch', liin 'hill fort; town' (Sal Kur nīn), nakkama 'to begin', peesitama 'to warm', tõlv 'club', vähkrema 'to toss and turn ' (cf. Koponen 1990 : 38) . Some of them have been attested only in western South Estonian or the Mulgi dialect, such as osa 'meat', puduma 'to fall', päkk 'mushroom', taras 'fence picket', uisk 'snake', ürgama 'to begin' (vocabulary shared by Mulgi and Livonian is discussed in Tanning 1958; Pajusalu 1996 : 56-64) . On the other hand, there is a small group of words shared with Livonian that occur only in the eastern South-Estonian subdialects, for example, nõsema 'to rise', saarna 'ash', oona(kõnõ) 'lamb', the words with an original o in the first syllable: korgõ 'high' (cf. Est. kõrge), olg 'straw' (Est. õlg), opma 'to learn' (Est. õppima); most of them are common in the Finnic languages.
In addition to those bases shared by Livonian and South Estonian that do not occur in North-Estonian dialects, thare are also many specific words that are important from the perspective of language history, for example, words with the ai-diphthong, such as hain 'hay' (cf. Fin. heinä), sain 'wall' (Fin. seinä), saivas -Sal taib 'pole' (Fin. seiväs); in addition to the abovementioned words that are common in South Estonian, the ai-diphthong occurs also in the Leivu aim 'household; tribe' (cf. Fin. heimo, Est. hõim) and laib 'bread', which has an equivalent only in Salaca Livonian. Apparently, the vocabulary shared by Salaca Livonian and South Estonian, which does not occur in Courland Livonian, dates back to different periods of history. The previously mentioned shared bases point to earlier contacts; however, such changes as the word-final v > u must be relatively recent, and they indicate that Salaca Livonian belongs to the same dialect area. Also, precise phonetic correspondences to Mulgi words point to more recent contacts, for example, katik 'broken', kõrbuma 'to burn', seemel 'seed', vapsik 'hornet', välän 'outside'. The total number of words shared by Salaca Livonian and Mulgi is remarkable. Also, common phonetic and morphological innovations suggest intense language contacts between these neighbouring areas during the second half of the second millennium.
From the perspective of the chronology of the historical contacts between Salaca Livonian and South Estonian it would be important to explain the strong correlation between Salaca Livonian and Leivu. These varieties were not spoken in the immediate vicinity at least after the Middle Ages. At first one notices that among the South-Estonian vocabulary with a wider distribution Leivu reveals many words that have equivalents both in Courland Livonian and Salaca Livonian. Previously, the word aim 'tribe' was mentioned; one can add such words as arbuja 'witch', nakrma 'to laugh', urg 'river'; Leivu has precise equivalents even to such grammatical words in Livonian as the prohibitive ala 'don't' and the preterite negational word is 'did not'. There are a number of frequent words in Leivu that show phonetic similarity to Salaca Livonian, cf. e.g. Sal pagatum 'to speak' and Lei pa'atõm, Sal and Lei pirz 'arse', väi 'crayfish'. It is likely that the inhabitants of the Leivu linguistic enclave may have been in contact down the Lexical Relations between Salaca Livonian and Estonian... river Gauja with Gauja Livonians and their language at the beginning of the second millennium, which explains the presence of older shared words that are more widespread in Livonian. On the other hand, more restricted shared features with Salaca Livonian support the presence of rather recent contacts (cf. Viitso 2009 in this publication). Several explanations are possible -previously the area of Salaca Livonian may have extended much farther in the east as far as the Leivu area, or some Salaca Livonians may have relocated in Leivu areas, and later they merged into the South-Estonian majority.
Concerning lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and the western dialect
The (880). Taking into account the entire vocabulary, raw data reveal a strong positive correlation (+38); however, it disappears upon smoothing because of the negative correlations of neighbouring subdialects. In respect to the vocabulary with restricted distribution the correlation with Häädemeeste remains rather weak, as is the case with the western Estonian dialects on the whole. However, the Saarde subdialect, which is in close contact with the western dialect of South Estonian, behaves somewhat differently from Häädemeeste. Taking into account the total vocabulary, Saarde reveals a negative correlation with Salaca Livonian; however, as regards infrequent vocabulary, it is positive. Apart from Häädemeeste and Saarde, there is a remarkable correlation between the vocabulary of the island of Kihnu and Salaca Livonian. Similarly to Hääde-meeste, it is clearly positive with regard to the entire vocabulary and frequent words but remains also weak in the case of words with a restricted distribution. Generally, the subdialects of the western dialect of North Estonian stand out by considerable fluctuations in raw data; after smoothing more positive correlations become apparent in the case of total vocabulary and frequent words while a weak correlation is revealed in the case of words with a restricted distribution. This finding is surprising considering the fact that the western dialect and Livonian share a large number of morphological and phonetic features, the majority of which is attested also in Courland Livonian. For example, several pronominal forms are historically identical, e.g. W mede 'we', tede 'you (pl)' (see the distribution map in Viitso 2008 : 94), tend 'him; her' (see the distribution in Sutrop, Pajusalu 2009 : Figure 3) ; there are striking similarities in the vocabulary related to terrain and nature, for example, W rava 'rocky place in water', urgad 'watery places', juugane 'muddy (water)' (cf. Sal juug 'sand', juugi 'sandy'), kärmes 'fly', mõtus 'capercaillie' (cf. Sal mütiks). The last word is significant also in regard to its spread. In both South Estonian and Livonian it is associated with the back-vowel word mõts 'forest' (Sal mütsa, where ü denotes a high central vowel), however, it occurs with a back vowel also in the western subdialects where the word mets 'forest' has a front vowel. The word mõts has been attested also in the area of the western dialect in Varbla; it is possible that the word may once have been common in the western dialect, which is proved by several place names. Apparently, the western dialect that remains between other dialect areas has changed more as a result of various dialect contacts than the so-called peripheral dialects.
Salaca Livonian is characterized by several derivational and phonetic developments that are typical first and foremost of the vocabulary of the western Estonian dialects, as evidenced in u-suffixed verbs kuduma 'to spawn' (Sal kudub 'spawns'), laguma 'to fall apart' (Sal lagu-), liguma 'to soak' (Sal ligub 'soaks'), loss of v and vocalization that were discussed in the context of the western dialects of South Estonian, but also in the fronting of a after j-, for example, a > ä in the words Sal, W jägu 'part', Sal jägg-'to divide', etc. The Häädemeeste subdialect has a noticeable group of words shared with Salaca Livonian, which could represent loans from Livonian, for example, amatsi 'in all respects', järk 'thick', kõsa 'anger; angry' (cf. Sal küza), kõõri(ta)ma 'disapprove by a squinty look' (Sal küür-), laaksima 'to disbranch', paal 'ribbon', etc.
Concerning the lexical relations between Salaca Livonian and the insular dialect
Courland Livonian reveals especially close contacts with the insular dialect (see Aristå 1954). Apparently, it is one of the reasons why Courland Livonian shows greater affinity with North Estonian than with South Estonian, as Koponen claimed in 1990. The material of Salaca Livonian shows much weaker correlations with the insular dialect. Only the subdialect of the island of Kihnu holds a special position because of its geographical proximity to Salaca Livonian, which was discussed in connection with the western dialect. As far as the total vocabulary is concerned, the Jämaja subdialect on the Sõrve peninsula and the Hiiumaa subdialect show a stronger correlation with Salaca Livonian. In the case of Jämaja it can be explained by direct contacts with Courland Livonian; however, in the case of Hiiumaa it is probably caused by commonality due to the so-called western stereotypicality of the database. At the same time it is noticeable that in Hiiumaa, which was settled later, some words are surprisingly similar to Salaca Livonian and differ from its neighbouring subdialects, for example, kaal 'neck' and kaar 'oats', paal 'ribbon', but also such a Livonian-like word as koudi 'by way of (sth)' (cf. Sal kouti). Can it be explained by similar contacts with the historical Swedish dialects and presumably these contacts would explain the similar phonetic developments or circumstances of settlement history; all this calls for further study.
In the case of vocabulary with restricted distribution the insular dialect with the exception of Kihnu does not show any positive correlation with Salaca Livonian. Also, when taking into account the total vocabulary, the correlation remains rather uncertain. However, when taking into account only the vocabulary that is widespread in the Estonian dialects, the entire area of the insular dialect and its neighbouring subdialect on mainland West Estonia show a clearly positive correlation. It could be explained by Lexical Relations between Salaca Livonian and Estonian... two types of vocabulary -first, the words that occur in North-Estonian dialects and also in the insular dialect, and, second, the lexical layer that is shared by Livonian and the southern Estonian dialects from South Estonia to Saaremaa. The latter group of words comprises, e.g. kand 'stump', kuna 'when', kura 'left', laguma 'to fall apart', lauge 'even; quiet' (cf. Sal loug 'even, slow'), ling 'sling', lävi~läve~läbi~lääb 'threshold' (cf. Sal läb 'opening; window'), mõtus 'capercaillie', nänn 'nipple', peel 'mast boom', peni 'dog', setu 'a little; little', suitsed 'bit' (Sal suiksud), sõsar 'sister', tutka 'end', vahe~vaib 'sharp', vähi 'crayfish', hällima 'to swing', etc. On the one hand, this group includes widespread Finnic words, for which the northern Estonian dialects have adopted other words; on the other hand, there are words that are characteristic only of the southernmost Finnic dialects.
The insular dialect and Salaca Livonian share, however, a few words with restricted occurrence, e.g. abu 'shoulder blade', kõsa 'anger' (also Hää), lakk 'cap' (Sal latÍtÍ ), lõunak 'south; midday meal' (but also Hel Lei lõunag), oiguma 'to swim', säädsas 'nice; proper', vikart 'scythe'; most of these words occur also in Courland Livonian, and they are more common in western Saaremaa, which was in close contact with Courland Livonian. Consequently, there is no reason to assume any direct contact between Salaca Livonian and the insular dialect.
Conclusions
Comparison of Salaca Livonian vocabulary with the data of Estonian dialects shows close contacts between Salaca Livonian and the southern and western dialects of South Estonian. There are strong correlations both in the case of infrequent and frequent vocabulary, which indicates contacts throughout different historical periods. At this the correlation between the vocabulary of Salaca Livonian and Leivu rose to prominence; it points to special contacts between this westernmost South-Estonian linguistic enclave and Livonian.
In addition to the South-Estonian dialects, Salaca Livonian reveals a positive correlation with the western and insular dialects of North Estonian. However, the general correlation between the vocabulary of the western dialect and Salaca Livonian remained weak, especially in the case of the vocabulary with restricted distribution. One can highlight to some extent the close areas Häädemeeste and Kihnu and in the case of total vocabulary and frequent words also the westernmost subdialects that are spoken in the neighbourhood of the insular dialect. The lexical affinity between Salaca Livonian and the insular dialect is greater than average only in the case of frequent vocabulary. A positive correlation, on the one hand, between the stereotypical vocabulary of Salaca Livonian and South Estonian, and, on the other hand, between Salaca Livonian and the insular dialect shows that Salaca Livonian belongs lexically both to the southern and western Finnic areas.
Lexically Salaca Livonian is clearly a dialect of Livonian. Its lexical affinity with Courland Livonian is much greater than with any Estonian dialect, where it reaches a maximum of 21 per cent in the case of Leivu. If one tries to answer the questions about the development and interrela-tionship between Courland and Salaca Livonian raised by Eino Koponen in his 1990 article, then the present research findings enable us to claim that Salaca and Courland Livonian developed from a single ancient tribal language. However, none of them as they are known to us represents a conservative successor of this ancient language. Both main varieties of Livonian were influenced for longtime dialect contacts with the Estonian neighbouring languages, whereas the contacts of Salaca Livonian with the South-Estonian dialects were significantly closer than those of Courland Livonian.
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